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you and i and some hundred others are hunting the most dangerous man in all the world
taking place during the first world war mr standfast follows brigadier general richard hannay
as he is recalled from active service to undertake an urgent clandestine mission to hunt for a
notorious german spy lurking somewhere in britain undermining the allies war efforts he
relentlessly pursues the mystery man across britain and the scottish highlands but his enemy
always seems to be one step ahead the fate of the war and the world at large hangs in the
balance will hannay be able to apprehend the spy in time the clock is ticking mr standfast is
the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919 by hodder
stoughton london it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being
greenmantle 1916 hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps 1915 is set
in the period immediately before the war started mr standfast it is november 1915 the midst
of world war i and richard hannay and his friend sandy are convalescing from wounds
received at the battle of loos hannay is summoned to the foreign office by sir walter bullivan
it appears german and turkish allies are plotting to throw the middle east india and north
africa into turmoil hannay undertakes a perilous journey through enemy territory to
constantinople once there he must thwart the germans plans to use religion to help them win
the war mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published
in 1919 excerpt from wikipedia for those who like good clean spy type fun this is a
superlative work part three in the adventures of richard hannay which started with buchan s
well known thirty nine steps this is a first rate thriller set on the eve of world war i with
plenty of atmosphere and hair breadth escapes plus an excellent dogfight climax in the skies
over france along with everything else it has some sound theological reflections the title
being a character from pilgrim s progress about courage and fortitude although not as tightly
plotted as greenmantle and the thirty nine steps its predecessors in the series it s still a nail
bitingly exciting adventure story sure to have you hooked for most of the first half and the
whole second half in part one hannay spends some time with artistic types very familiar to
those of us who enjoy lowbrow fare and then spends some time in radical political circles in
glasgow although it can be slow there are lashings of satire to keep you chuckling then the
plot begins to move through the scottish highlands in a sequence akin to the thirty nine steps
but with far more characterization and philosophy than the earlier book during this time
hannay realizes that he s in love pretends to be drunk and impersonates a movie director no
it s not one of those spy novels with miserable characters and a depressing plot in case you
were wondering the second half however is peerless the stakes rise the scene shifts to the
battlefields of europe and the adventure is non stop hannay must outwit a foe far more
intelligent and ruthless than himself try to pick up the courage to propose to lovely clever
young mary lamington and manage to survive a brutal war the climax is breathtaking and
actually has you fearing for the outcome moreover it shows that buchan was not in fact
blissfully unaware of the horrors of trench warfare as many people reading his optimistic
work today would think highly recommended mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay
novels by john buchan first published in 1919 by hodder stoughton london it is one of two
hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s first
and best known adventure the thirty nine steps 1915 is set in the period immediately before
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the war started mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan it is
one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle the title
refers to a character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other
references in the novel set in the later years of world war i brigadier general hannay is
recalled from active service on the western front to undertake a secret mission hunting for a
dangerous german agent at large in britain hannay is required to work undercover disguised
as a pacifist roaming the country incognito to investigate a german spy and his agents and
then heads to the swiss alps to save europe from being overwhelmed by the german army mr
standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan it is one of two hannay
novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle the title refers to a
character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other references in
the novel set in the later years of world war i brigadier general hannay is recalled from active
service on the western front to undertake a secret mission hunting for a dangerous german
agent at large in britain hannay is required to work undercover disguised as a pacifist
roaming the country incognito to investigate a german spy and his agents and then heads to
the swiss alps to save europe from being overwhelmed by the german army major general sir
richard hannay is the fictional secret agent created by scottish novelist john buchan and
further made popular by the 1935 alfred hitchcock film the 39 steps hannay is pre eminent
among early spy thriller heroes caught up in the first of these five gripping adventures just
before the outbreak of war in 1914 he manages to thwart the enemy s evil plan and solve the
mystery of the thirty nine steps in his autobiography memory hold the door buchan suggests
that the character is based in part on edmund ironside from edinburgh a spy during the
second boer war contains the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast the three hostages
the courts of the morning and the island of sheep dick hannay s spymaster asks the young
brigadier general to pose as a south african war objector and sends him to the
quintessentially british countryside where he meets pretty mary lamington in the cotswolds
mary turns out to be dick s contact telling him to immerse himself in the world of pacifists
and objectors to world war i he obtains copy of the book pilgrim s progress to help him
decode messages and helps track a network of german spies headquartered in britain excerpt
from mr standfast what was worse they wouldn t or couldn t tell me any thing about what
they wanted me for it was the old game of running me in blinkers they asked me to take it on
trust and put myself unreservedly in their hands i would get my instructions later they said
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
by hodder stoughton london recalled from active service on the western front richard hannay
is sent undercover on a secret mission to find a dangerous german agent at large in britain
disguised as a pacifist hannay travels from london to glasgow to the scottish highlands and
islands in his search which eventually ends in a spectacular climax above the battlefields of
europe john buchan s inside knowledge of trench warfare and government intelligence lend a
formidable realism to this superlative story a nail biting classic from a master storyteller with
an introduction by hew strachan this edition is authorised by the john buchan society when
richard hannay the hero of the thirty nine steps is recalled by the head of british intelligence
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from the western front at a critical moment in the battle for france he has little idea that his
contribution to the war effort will be much more crucial than the command of his brigade in
flanders in his strange odyssey to unravel the most sinister of conspiracies to defeat the allies
in the west he travels from an idyllic manor house in the cotswolds to a provincial garden city
where pacifism is the order of the day through scotland and london under attack and thence
back to the trenches and the greatest battle of the first world war there amid the devastation
and the squalor he finds both love and a horrifying glimpse of chemical warfare before the
thrilling dÃ c noument in the skies above the battlefield major general sir richard hannay is a
fictional secret agent created by scottish novelist john buchan and made further popular by
the 1935 alfred hitchcock film the 39 steps buchan s resourceful german speaking spy is
partly based on edmund ironside from edinburgh an espionage operative during the second
boer war the richard hannay collection the 39 steps greenmantle and mr standfast presents
the first and best three richard hannay adventures the thirty nine steps hannay arrives in
london on the eve of world war i where he meets an american agent seeking help in stopping
a political assassination before long hannay finds himself in possession of a little black book
that holds the key to the conspiracy and on the run from both the police and members of a
mysterious organization that will stop at nothing to keep their secrets hidden greenmantle
hannay is called in to investigate rumors of an uprising in the muslim world and undertakes a
perilous journey through enemy territory to meet his friend sandy in constantinople once
there he and his friends must thwart the germans plans to use religion to help them win the
war climaxing at the battle of erzurum mr standfast recalled from duty on the western front
by spymaster sir walter bullivant hannay goes undercover as a pacifist working to outwit a
dangerous german spy and his agents guided by his contact and love interest mary lamington
hannay tracks his enemy from london to glasgow to the scottish highlands eventually
confronting him in a dramatic climax above the battlefields of europe the title refers to a
character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other references in
the novel hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress to decipher coded messages from his
contacts and letters from his friend peter pienaar mr standfast is the third of five richard
hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919 it is one of two hannay novels set
during the first world war the other being greenmantle 1916 the title is taken from john
bunyan s the pilgrim s progress which is referenced throughout the novel set in the later
years of world war i brigadier general hannay is recalled from active service on the western
front to undertake a secret mission hunting for a dangerous german agent at large in britain
hannay is required to work undercover disguised as a pacifist roaming the country incognito
to investigate a german spy and his agents and then heads to the swiss alps to save europe
from being overwhelmed by the german army richard hannay first trilogy the thirty nine
steps greenmantle mr standfast this volume contain the first trilogy of novels featuring
richard hannay an all action hero with a stiff upper lip and a miraculous knack for getting
himself out of sticky situations possibly the best known character created by famous scottish
novelist historian and unionist politician who served as governor general of canada john
buchan the three novels in this volume are the thirty nine steps 1915 greenmantle 1916 mr
standfast 1919 i returned from the city about three o clock on that may afternoon pretty well
disgusted with life i had been three months in the old country and was fed up with it if
anyone had told me a year ago that i would have been feeling like that i should have laughed
at him but there was the fact the weather made me liverish the talk of the ordinary
englishman made me sick i couldn t get enough exercise and the amusements of london
seemed as flat as soda water that has been standing in the sun richard hannay i kept telling
myself you have got into the wrong ditch my friend and you had better climb out it made me
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bite my lips to think of the plans i had been building up those last years in bulawayo i had got
my pile not one of the big ones but good enough for me and i had figured out all kinds of
ways of enjoying myself my father had brought me out from scotland at the age of six and i
had never been home since so england was a sort of arabian nights to me and i counted on
stopping there for the rest of my days this volume contain the first trilogy of novels featuring
richard hannay an all action hero with a stiff upper lip and a miraculous knack for getting
himself out of sticky situations possibly the best known character created by famous scottish
novelist historian and unionist politician who served as governor general of canada john
buchan the three novels in this volume are the thirty nine steps 1915 greenmantle 1916 mr
standfast 1919 why buy our paperbacks expedited shipping high quality paper made in usa
standard font size of 10 for all books 30 days money back guarantee beware of low quality
sellers don t buy cheap paperbacks just to save a few dollars most of them use low quality
papers binding their pages fall off easily some of them even use very small font size of 6 or
less to increase their profit margin it makes their books completely unreadable how is this
book unique unabridged 100 original content font adjustments biography included illustrated
mr standfast by john buchan mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john
buchan it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being
greenmantle hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps is set in the period
immediately before the war started the title refers to a character in john bunyan s pilgrim s
progress to which there are many other references in the novel hannay uses a copy of pilgrim
s progress to decipher coded messages from his contacts and letters from his friend peter
pienaar plot summary dick hannay under forty and already a successful brigadier general
with good prospects of advancement is called out of uniform by his old comrade spymaster sir
walter bullivant and sent to fosse manor in the cotswolds to receive further instructions he
must pose as a south african an objector to the war and once more takes on the name
cornelius brand an anglicisation of the name he had used on his adventures in germany in
greenmantle he is upset by the idea of such a pose but comforted by thoughts of his friend
peter pienaar briefly a successful airman and now a prisoner in germany and by the beauty of
the cotswold countryside at fosse he meets two middle aged spinsters their cousin launcelot
wake a conscientious objector and their niece mary lamington a girl whose prettiness had
struck hannay earlier while visiting a shell shocked friend in the hospital where she works it
emerges that she is his contact but she can tell him little more than that he must immerse
himself in the world of pacifists and objectors picking up atmosphere she gives him a label to
paste inside his watch an address where he will be staying and advises him to pick up a copy
of pilgrim s progress this early work by john buchan was originally published in 1918 and we
are now republishing it as part of our wwi centenary series with a brand new introductory
biography mr standfast is the third of the five richard hannay novels and is set during the
first world war in this instalment hannay is recalled from the front line to take part in a secret
mission to hunt down german spies working in britain this book is part of the world war one
centenary series creating collating and reprinting new and old works of poetry fiction
autobiography and analysis the series forms a commemorative tribute to mark the passing of
one of the world s bloodiest wars offering new perspectives on this tragic yet fascinating
period of human history each publication also includes brand new introductory essays and a
timeline to help the reader place the work in its historical context published near the
beginning of world war i the thirty nine steps is one of the earliest examples of the man on
the run thriller archetype in which the author john buchan holds up richard hannay as an
example to his readers of an ordinary man who pu major general sir richard hannay is a
character created by scottish novelist john buchan hannay is based on edmund ironside from
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edinburgh a spy during the second boer war the thirty nine steps hannay is buttonholed by an
american stranger who knows of an anarchist plot to assassinate the greek premier during
his forthcoming visit to london it is now up to hannay to save the day and stop europe from
destabilising greenmantle hannay is called in to investigate rumours of an uprising in
constantinople once there he and his friends must thwart the germans plans to use religion in
winning the war mr standfast brigadier general hannay is recalled from active service on the
western front to undertake a secret undercover mission hunting for a dangerous german
agent at large in britain the three hostages hannay receives a request to help solve the
mysterious kidnapping of the children of three prominent people before it s too late the island
of sheep hannay now in his fifties is called by an old oath to protect the son of a man he once
knew who is also heir to the secret of a great treasure the courts of the morning hannay is
approached by the american military attache in london to covertly solve the mystery of
blenkiron s disappearance in south america hannay seeks out his friend sandy arbuthnot for
help but sandy soon disappears sending hannay a mysterious letter the green wildebeest it is
a mystery tale of a man afflicted with a terrible curse for doing something he shouldn t have
john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and historian and also served as canada s
governor general he is now best remembered for his adventure and spy thrillers most notably
the thirty nine steps this carefully crafted ebook richard hannay complete collection 7
mystery espionage books in one volume unabridged is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents major general sir richard hannay is a character
created by scottish novelist john buchan hannay is based on edmund ironside from edinburgh
a spy during the second boer war the thirty nine steps hannay is buttonholed by an american
stranger who knows of an anarchist plot to assassinate the greek premier during his
forthcoming visit to london it is now up to hannay to save the day and stop europe from
destabilising greenmantle hannay is called in to investigate rumours of an uprising in
constantinople once there he and his friends must thwart the germans plans to use religion in
winning the war mr standfast brigadier general hannay is recalled from active service on the
western front to undertake a secret undercover mission hunting for a dangerous german
agent at large in britain the three hostages hannay receives a request to help solve the
mysterious kidnapping of the children of three prominent people before it s too late the island
of sheep hannay now in his fifties is called by an old oath to protect the son of a man he once
knew who is also heir to the secret of a great treasure the courts of the morning hannay is
approached by the american military attache in london to covertly solve the mystery of
blenkiron s disappearance in south america hannay seeks out his friend sandy arbuthnot for
help but sandy soon disappears sending hannay a mysterious letter the green wildebeest it is
a mystery tale of a man afflicted with a terrible curse for doing something he shouldn t have
john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and historian and also served as canada s
governor general he is now best remembered for his adventure and spy thrillers most notably
the thirty nine steps mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan
first published in 1919 by hodder stoughton london major general sir richard hannay is a
character created by scottish novelist john buchan hannay is based on edmund ironside from
edinburgh a spy during the second boer war the thirty nine steps hannay is buttonholed by an
american stranger who knows of an anarchist plot to assassinate the greek premier during
his forthcoming visit to london it is now up to hannay to save the day and stop europe from
destabilising greenmantle hannay is called in to investigate rumours of an uprising in
constantinople once there he and his friends must thwart the germans plans to use religion in
winning the war mr standfast brigadier general hannay is recalled from active service on the
western front to undertake a secret undercover mission hunting for a dangerous german
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agent at large in britain the three hostages hannay receives a request to help solve the
mysterious kidnapping of the children of three prominent people before it s too late the island
of sheep hannay now in his fifties is called by an old oath to protect the son of a man he once
knew who is also heir to the secret of a great treasure the courts of the morning hannay is
approached by the american military attache in london to covertly solve the mystery of
blenkiron s disappearance in south america hannay seeks out his friend sandy arbuthnot for
help but sandy soon disappears sending hannay a mysterious letter the green wildebeest it is
a mystery tale of a man afflicted with a terrible curse for doing something he shouldn t have
john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and historian and also served as canada s
governor general he is now best remembered for his adventure and spy thrillers most notably
the thirty nine steps this carefully edited collection of action thriller novels has been designed
and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices
table of contents richard hannay the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast the three
hostages the island of sheep the courts of the morning the green wildebeest dickson mccunn
and the gorbals die hards huntingtower castle gay the house of the four winds sir edward
leithen novels the power house john macnab the dancing floor the gap in the curtain sick
heart river sing a song of sixpence autobiography biography of john buchan memory hold the
door autobiography unforgettable unforgotten by anna m buchan john buchan 1875 1940 was
a scottish novelist and historian and also served as canada s governor general his 100 works
include nearly thirty novels seven collections of short stories and biographies but the most
famous of his books were the adventure and spy thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps
and it is for these that he is now best remembered this carefully crafted ebook mystery
espionage ultimate collection complete richard hannay dickson mccunn sir edward leithen
series in one premium edition is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed
table of contents richard hannay the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast the three
hostages the island of sheep the courts of the morning the green wildebeest dickson mccunn
and the gorbals die hards huntingtower castle gay the house of the four winds sir edward
leithen novels the power house john macnab the dancing floor the gap in the curtain sick
heart river sing a song of sixpence autobiography biography of john buchan memory hold the
door autobiography unforgettable unforgotten by anna m buchan john buchan 1875 1940 was
a scottish novelist and historian and also served as canada s governor general his 100 works
include nearly thirty novels seven collections of short stories and biographies but the most
famous of his books were the adventure and spy thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps
and it is for these that he is now best remembered during the later years of the first world
war brigadier general hannay is recalled from active service on the western front to
undertake a secret mission hunting for a dangerous german agent at large in britain hannay
is required to work undercover disguised as a pacifist roaming the country incognito to
investigate a german spy and his agents and then heads to the swiss alps to save europe from
being overwhelmed by the german army mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay
novels by john buchan first published in 1919 by hodder stoughton london it is one of two
hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s first
and best known adventure the thirty nine steps 1915 is set in the period immediately before
the war started the title refers to a character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which
there are many other references in the novel hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress to
decipher coded messages from his contacts and letters from his friend peter pienaar plot
introductionduring the later years of the first world war brigadier general hannay is recalled
from active service on the western front to undertake a secret mission hunting for a
dangerous german agent at large in britain hannay is required to work undercover disguised
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as a pacifist roaming the country incognito to investigate a german spy and his agents and
then heads to the swiss alps to save europe from being overwhelmed by the german army
john buchan 1st baron tweedsmuir gcmg gcvo ch pc 26 august 1875 11 february 1940 was a
scottish novelist historian and unionist politician who served as governor general of canada
the 15th since canadian confederation after a brief legal career buchan simultaneously began
his writing career and his political and diplomatic careers serving as a private secretary to
the administrator of various colonies in southern africa he eventually wrote propaganda for
the british war effort during world war i he was elected member of parliament for the
combined scottish universities in 1927 but he spent most of his time on his writing career
notably writing the thirty nine steps and other adventure fiction in 1935 king george v on the
advice of prime minister r b bennett appointed buchan to replace the earl of bessborough as
governor general of canada for which purpose buchan was raised to the peerage he occupied
the post until his death in 1940 buchan was enthusiastic about literacy and the development
of canadian culture and he received a state funeral in canada before his ashes were returned
to the united kingdom early life and educationbuchan was born in perth scotland the first
child of john buchan a free church of scotland minister and helen jane buchan he was brought
up in kirkcaldy fife and spent many summer holidays with his maternal grandparents in
broughton in the scottish borders there he developed a love for walking and for the local
scenery and wildlife both of which are often featured in his novels the protagonist in several
of his books is sir edward leithen whose name is borrowed from the leithen water a tributary
of the river tweed buchan attended hutchesons grammar school and was awarded a
scholarship to the university of glasgow at age 17 where he studied classics wrote poetry and
became a published author he moved on to study literae humaniores the classics at brasenose
college oxford with a junior william hulme scholarship in 1895 where his friends included
hilaire belloc raymond asquith and aubrey herbert buchan won the stanhope essay prize in
1897 and the newdigate prize for poetry the following year he also was elected as the
president of the oxford union and had six of his works published buchan had his first portrait
painted in 1900 by a young sholto johnstone douglas at around the time of his graduation
from oxford mr standfast by john buchanauthor of greenmantlemr standfast is the third of
five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919 by hodder stoughton
london it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being
greenmantle 1916 hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps 1915 is set
in the period immediately before the war started the title refers to a character in john bunyan
s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other references in the novel hannay uses a
copy of pilgrim s progress to decipher coded messages from his contacts and letters from his
friend peter pienaar mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan
first published in 1919 by hodder stoughton london it is one of two hannay novels set during
the first world war the other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s first and best known
adventure the thirty nine steps 1915 is set in the period immediately before the war started
the title refers to a character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many
other references in the novel hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress to decipher coded
messages from his contacts and letters from his friend peter pienaar plot part one dick
hannay under forty and already a successful brigadier general with good prospects of
advancement is called out of uniform by his old comrade spymaster sir walter bullivant and
sent to fosse manor in the cotswolds to receive further instructions he must pose as a south
african an objector to the war and once more takes on the name cornelius brand an
anglicisation of the name he had used on his adventures in germany in greenmantle he is
upset by the idea of such a pose but comforted by thoughts of his friend peter pienaar briefly
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a successful airman and now a prisoner in germany and by the beauty of the cotswold
countryside at fosse he meets two middle aged spinsters their cousin launcelot wake a
conscientious objector and their niece mary lamington a girl whose prettiness had struck
hannay earlier while visiting a shell shocked friend in the hospital where she works it
emerges that she is his contact but she can tell him little more than that he must immerse
himself in the world of pacifists and objectors picking up atmosphere she gives him a label to
paste inside his watch an address where he will be staying and advises him to pick up a copy
of pilgrim s progress hannay heads to biggleswick a small town full of artists and writers he
buries himself in their pacifist community attending meetings at a local hall and meets moxon
ivery a local bigwig who seems vaguely familiar he also sees mary about the place he hears of
his old comrade john blenkiron and one day the american appears at one of the town s
meetings he passes a message to hannay arranging to meet in london blenkiron reveals that
he has been hard at work for some time around the world and undercover around england on
the track of a huge network of german spies and agents with their head somewhere in britain
leaking vital information to the enemy he believes ivery to be the spider at the centre of the
web but cannot prove it and wants to use ivery to feed misinformation to the germans he tells
hannay to try and head for scotland and an american called gresson as he believes the
information is being sent that way hannay goes to glasgow and contacts a trade union man
named amos through whom he moves into gresson s circles he speaks at a meeting which
descends into violence and finds himself in at gresson s side in a street fight he saves the day
but makes an enemy of a big fusilier named geordie hamilton he later learns that gresson
makes regular boat trips up the coast and plans to tag along john buchan 1st baron
tweedsmuir gcmg gcvo ch pc 26 august 1875 11 february 1940 was a scottish novelist
historian and unionist politician who served as governor general of canada the 15th since
canadian confederation mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan
first published in 1919 it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other
being greenmantle 1916 the title is taken from john bunyan s the pilgrim s progress which is
referenced throughout the novel mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by
john buchan first published in 1919 it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world
war the other being greenmantle 1916 the title is taken from john bunyan s the pilgrim s
progress which is referenced throughout the novel this ebook features the unabridged text of
mr standfast by john buchan delphi classics illustrated from the bestselling edition of the
complete works of john buchan having established their name as the leading publisher of
classic literature and art delphi classics produce publications that are individually crafted
with superior formatting while introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital print
the delphi classics edition of buchan includes original annotations and illustrations relating to
the life and works of the author as well as individual tables of contents allowing you to
navigate ebooks quickly and easily ebook features the complete unabridged text of mr
standfast by john buchan delphi classics illustrated beautifully illustrated with images related
to buchan s works individual contents table allowing easy navigation around the ebook
excellent formatting of the textplease visit delphiclassics com to learn more about our wide
range of titles richard hannay is the most famous creation of author and diplomat john
buchan hannay can be seen to be the first true action hero of british literature a decorated
soldier and spy constantly needed by the government to thwart plots against the empire here
collected are the first three novels to contain richard hannay mr standfast is the third of five
richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919 by hodder stoughton london it
is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle 1916
hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps 1915 is set in the period
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immediately before the war started the title refers to a character in john bunyan s pilgrim s
progress to which there are many other references in the novel hannay uses a copy of pilgrim
s progress to decipher coded messages from his contacts and letters from his friend peter
pienaar part one dick hannay under forty and already a successful brigadier general with
good prospects of advancement is called out of uniform by his old comrade spymaster sir
walter bullivant and sent to fosse manor in the cotswolds to receive further instructions he
must pose as a south african an objector to the war and once more takes on the name
cornelius brand an anglicisation of the name he had used on his adventures in germany in
greenmantle he is upset by the idea of such a pose but comforted by thoughts of his friend
peter pienaar briefly a successful airman and now a prisoner in germany and by the beauty of
the cotswold countryside at fosse he meets two middle aged spinsters their cousin launcelot
wake a conscientious objector and their niece mary lamington a girl whose prettiness had
struck hannay earlier while visiting a shell shocked friend in the hospital where she works it
emerges that she is his contact but she can tell him little more than that he must immerse
himself in the world of pacifists and objectors picking up atmosphere she gives him a label to
paste inside his watch an address where he will be staying and advises him to pick up a copy
of pilgrim s progress however mary gives hannay some inkling of the gravity of his mission
you and i and some hundred others are hunting the most dangerous man in all the world
hannay heads to biggleswick a small town full of artists and writers he buries himself in their
pacifist community attending meetings at a local hall and meets moxon ivery a local bigwig
who seems vaguely familiar he also sees mary about the place he hears of his old comrade
john blenkiron and one day the american appears at one of the town s meetings he passes a
message to hannay arranging to meet in london i spent one third of my journey looking out of
the window of a first class carriage the next in a local motor car following the course of a
trout stream in a shallow valley and the last tramping over a ridge of downland through great
beech woods to my quarters for the night in the first part i was in an infamous temper in the
second i was worried and mystified but the cool twilight of the third stage calmed and
heartened me and i reached the gates of fosse manor with a mighty appetite and a quiet mind
as we slipped up the thames valley on the smooth great western line i had reflected ruefully
on the thorns in the path of duty for more than a year i had never been out of khaki except
the months i spent in hospital they gave me my battalion before the somme and i came out of
that weary battle after the first big september fighting with a crack in my head and a d s o i
had received a c b for the erzerum business so what with these and my matabele and south
african medals and the legion of honour i had a chest like the high priest s breastplate i
rejoined in january and got a brigade on the eve of arras there we had a star turn and took
about as many prisoners as we put infantry over the top after that we were hauled out for a
month and subsequently planted in a bad bit on the scarpe with a hint that we would soon be
used for a big push then suddenly i was ordered home to report to the war office and passed
on by them to bullivant and his merry men so here i was sitting in a railway carriage in a grey
tweed suit with a neat new suitcase on the rack labelled c b the initials stood for cornelius
brand for that was my name now and an old boy in the corner was asking me questions and
wondering audibly why i wasn t fighting while a young blood of a second lieutenant with a
wound stripe was eyeing me with scorn the old chap was one of the cross examining type and
after he had borrowed my matches he set to work to find out all about me he was a
tremendous fire eater and a bit of a pessimist about our slow progress in the west i told him i
came from south africa and was a mining engineer considered a quintessentially popular
author john buchan was a writer of fiction journalism philosophy and scottish history by
examining his engagement with empire psychoanalysis and propaganda the contributors to
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this volume place buchan at the centre of the debate between popular culture and the
modernist elite
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Mr Standfast
2022-12-29

you and i and some hundred others are hunting the most dangerous man in all the world
taking place during the first world war mr standfast follows brigadier general richard hannay
as he is recalled from active service to undertake an urgent clandestine mission to hunt for a
notorious german spy lurking somewhere in britain undermining the allies war efforts he
relentlessly pursues the mystery man across britain and the scottish highlands but his enemy
always seems to be one step ahead the fate of the war and the world at large hangs in the
balance will hannay be able to apprehend the spy in time the clock is ticking

Mr. Standfast Illustrated
2020-10-17

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
by hodder stoughton london it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the
other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps
1915 is set in the period immediately before the war started

Mr Standfast
2013-09-14

mr standfast it is november 1915 the midst of world war i and richard hannay and his friend
sandy are convalescing from wounds received at the battle of loos hannay is summoned to the
foreign office by sir walter bullivan it appears german and turkish allies are plotting to throw
the middle east india and north africa into turmoil hannay undertakes a perilous journey
through enemy territory to constantinople once there he must thwart the germans plans to
use religion to help them win the war

Mr. Standfast
2014

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
excerpt from wikipedia

Mr. Standfast (Richard Hannay)
2010-12

for those who like good clean spy type fun this is a superlative work part three in the
adventures of richard hannay which started with buchan s well known thirty nine steps this is
a first rate thriller set on the eve of world war i with plenty of atmosphere and hair breadth
escapes plus an excellent dogfight climax in the skies over france along with everything else
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it has some sound theological reflections the title being a character from pilgrim s progress
about courage and fortitude although not as tightly plotted as greenmantle and the thirty
nine steps its predecessors in the series it s still a nail bitingly exciting adventure story sure
to have you hooked for most of the first half and the whole second half in part one hannay
spends some time with artistic types very familiar to those of us who enjoy lowbrow fare and
then spends some time in radical political circles in glasgow although it can be slow there are
lashings of satire to keep you chuckling then the plot begins to move through the scottish
highlands in a sequence akin to the thirty nine steps but with far more characterization and
philosophy than the earlier book during this time hannay realizes that he s in love pretends to
be drunk and impersonates a movie director no it s not one of those spy novels with
miserable characters and a depressing plot in case you were wondering the second half
however is peerless the stakes rise the scene shifts to the battlefields of europe and the
adventure is non stop hannay must outwit a foe far more intelligent and ruthless than himself
try to pick up the courage to propose to lovely clever young mary lamington and manage to
survive a brutal war the climax is breathtaking and actually has you fearing for the outcome
moreover it shows that buchan was not in fact blissfully unaware of the horrors of trench
warfare as many people reading his optimistic work today would think highly recommended

Mr. Standfast
2023-08-25

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
by hodder stoughton london it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the
other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps
1915 is set in the period immediately before the war started

Mr. Standfast Illustrated
2020-09-30

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan it is one of two hannay
novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle the title refers to a
character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other references in
the novel set in the later years of world war i brigadier general hannay is recalled from active
service on the western front to undertake a secret mission hunting for a dangerous german
agent at large in britain hannay is required to work undercover disguised as a pacifist
roaming the country incognito to investigate a german spy and his agents and then heads to
the swiss alps to save europe from being overwhelmed by the german army

Mr. Standfast Annotated
2020-10-08

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan it is one of two hannay
novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle the title refers to a
character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other references in
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the novel set in the later years of world war i brigadier general hannay is recalled from active
service on the western front to undertake a secret mission hunting for a dangerous german
agent at large in britain hannay is required to work undercover disguised as a pacifist
roaming the country incognito to investigate a german spy and his agents and then heads to
the swiss alps to save europe from being overwhelmed by the german army

Mr. Standfast Annotated
2020-09-20

major general sir richard hannay is the fictional secret agent created by scottish novelist john
buchan and further made popular by the 1935 alfred hitchcock film the 39 steps hannay is
pre eminent among early spy thriller heroes caught up in the first of these five gripping
adventures just before the outbreak of war in 1914 he manages to thwart the enemy s evil
plan and solve the mystery of the thirty nine steps in his autobiography memory hold the door
buchan suggests that the character is based in part on edmund ironside from edinburgh a spy
during the second boer war contains the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast the three
hostages the courts of the morning and the island of sheep

The Complete Richard Hannay Stories
2021-02-01

dick hannay s spymaster asks the young brigadier general to pose as a south african war
objector and sends him to the quintessentially british countryside where he meets pretty
mary lamington in the cotswolds mary turns out to be dick s contact telling him to immerse
himself in the world of pacifists and objectors to world war i he obtains copy of the book
pilgrim s progress to help him decode messages and helps track a network of german spies
headquartered in britain

Mr Standfast
2013-03-18

excerpt from mr standfast what was worse they wouldn t or couldn t tell me any thing about
what they wanted me for it was the old game of running me in blinkers they asked me to take
it on trust and put myself unreservedly in their hands i would get my instructions later they
said about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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Mr. Standfast (Classic Reprint)
2017-03-18

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
by hodder stoughton london

Mr. Standfast
2021-03-22

recalled from active service on the western front richard hannay is sent undercover on a
secret mission to find a dangerous german agent at large in britain disguised as a pacifist
hannay travels from london to glasgow to the scottish highlands and islands in his search
which eventually ends in a spectacular climax above the battlefields of europe john buchan s
inside knowledge of trench warfare and government intelligence lend a formidable realism to
this superlative story a nail biting classic from a master storyteller with an introduction by
hew strachan this edition is authorised by the john buchan society

Mr. Standfast
2012-09-12

when richard hannay the hero of the thirty nine steps is recalled by the head of british
intelligence from the western front at a critical moment in the battle for france he has little
idea that his contribution to the war effort will be much more crucial than the command of
his brigade in flanders in his strange odyssey to unravel the most sinister of conspiracies to
defeat the allies in the west he travels from an idyllic manor house in the cotswolds to a
provincial garden city where pacifism is the order of the day through scotland and london
under attack and thence back to the trenches and the greatest battle of the first world war
there amid the devastation and the squalor he finds both love and a horrifying glimpse of
chemical warfare before the thrilling dÃ c noument in the skies above the battlefield

Mr. Standfast
2020-09

major general sir richard hannay is a fictional secret agent created by scottish novelist john
buchan and made further popular by the 1935 alfred hitchcock film the 39 steps buchan s
resourceful german speaking spy is partly based on edmund ironside from edinburgh an
espionage operative during the second boer war the richard hannay collection the 39 steps
greenmantle and mr standfast presents the first and best three richard hannay adventures
the thirty nine steps hannay arrives in london on the eve of world war i where he meets an
american agent seeking help in stopping a political assassination before long hannay finds
himself in possession of a little black book that holds the key to the conspiracy and on the run
from both the police and members of a mysterious organization that will stop at nothing to
keep their secrets hidden greenmantle hannay is called in to investigate rumors of an
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uprising in the muslim world and undertakes a perilous journey through enemy territory to
meet his friend sandy in constantinople once there he and his friends must thwart the
germans plans to use religion to help them win the war climaxing at the battle of erzurum mr
standfast recalled from duty on the western front by spymaster sir walter bullivant hannay
goes undercover as a pacifist working to outwit a dangerous german spy and his agents
guided by his contact and love interest mary lamington hannay tracks his enemy from london
to glasgow to the scottish highlands eventually confronting him in a dramatic climax above
the battlefields of europe the title refers to a character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to
which there are many other references in the novel hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress
to decipher coded messages from his contacts and letters from his friend peter pienaar

The Richard Hannay Collection
2016-05-26

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle
1916 the title is taken from john bunyan s the pilgrim s progress which is referenced
throughout the novel set in the later years of world war i brigadier general hannay is recalled
from active service on the western front to undertake a secret mission hunting for a
dangerous german agent at large in britain hannay is required to work undercover disguised
as a pacifist roaming the country incognito to investigate a german spy and his agents and
then heads to the swiss alps to save europe from being overwhelmed by the german army

Mr Standfast . ( Is the Third of Five Richard Hannay
NOVEL ) By: John Buchan
2016-08-10

richard hannay first trilogy the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast this volume
contain the first trilogy of novels featuring richard hannay an all action hero with a stiff
upper lip and a miraculous knack for getting himself out of sticky situations possibly the best
known character created by famous scottish novelist historian and unionist politician who
served as governor general of canada john buchan the three novels in this volume are the
thirty nine steps 1915 greenmantle 1916 mr standfast 1919

Richard Hannay First Trilogy. the Thirty-Nine Steps,
Greenmantle, Mr Standfast,
2017-09-30

i returned from the city about three o clock on that may afternoon pretty well disgusted with
life i had been three months in the old country and was fed up with it if anyone had told me a
year ago that i would have been feeling like that i should have laughed at him but there was
the fact the weather made me liverish the talk of the ordinary englishman made me sick i
couldn t get enough exercise and the amusements of london seemed as flat as soda water
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that has been standing in the sun richard hannay i kept telling myself you have got into the
wrong ditch my friend and you had better climb out it made me bite my lips to think of the
plans i had been building up those last years in bulawayo i had got my pile not one of the big
ones but good enough for me and i had figured out all kinds of ways of enjoying myself my
father had brought me out from scotland at the age of six and i had never been home since so
england was a sort of arabian nights to me and i counted on stopping there for the rest of my
days

The Richard Hannay Trilogy: the Thirty Nine Steps,
Greenmantle, Mr Standfast
2013-05-01

this volume contain the first trilogy of novels featuring richard hannay an all action hero with
a stiff upper lip and a miraculous knack for getting himself out of sticky situations possibly
the best known character created by famous scottish novelist historian and unionist politician
who served as governor general of canada john buchan the three novels in this volume are
the thirty nine steps 1915 greenmantle 1916 mr standfast 1919

Richard Hannay- the First Trilogy: the Thirty-Nine
Steps, Greenmantle, Mr Standfast
2017-12-31

why buy our paperbacks expedited shipping high quality paper made in usa standard font
size of 10 for all books 30 days money back guarantee beware of low quality sellers don t buy
cheap paperbacks just to save a few dollars most of them use low quality papers binding their
pages fall off easily some of them even use very small font size of 6 or less to increase their
profit margin it makes their books completely unreadable how is this book unique unabridged
100 original content font adjustments biography included illustrated mr standfast by john
buchan mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan it is one of two
hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle hannay s first and
best known adventure the thirty nine steps is set in the period immediately before the war
started the title refers to a character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are
many other references in the novel hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress to decipher
coded messages from his contacts and letters from his friend peter pienaar plot summary
dick hannay under forty and already a successful brigadier general with good prospects of
advancement is called out of uniform by his old comrade spymaster sir walter bullivant and
sent to fosse manor in the cotswolds to receive further instructions he must pose as a south
african an objector to the war and once more takes on the name cornelius brand an
anglicisation of the name he had used on his adventures in germany in greenmantle he is
upset by the idea of such a pose but comforted by thoughts of his friend peter pienaar briefly
a successful airman and now a prisoner in germany and by the beauty of the cotswold
countryside at fosse he meets two middle aged spinsters their cousin launcelot wake a
conscientious objector and their niece mary lamington a girl whose prettiness had struck
hannay earlier while visiting a shell shocked friend in the hospital where she works it
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emerges that she is his contact but she can tell him little more than that he must immerse
himself in the world of pacifists and objectors picking up atmosphere she gives him a label to
paste inside his watch an address where he will be staying and advises him to pick up a copy
of pilgrim s progress

Mr. Standfast
2017-12-17

this early work by john buchan was originally published in 1918 and we are now republishing
it as part of our wwi centenary series with a brand new introductory biography mr standfast
is the third of the five richard hannay novels and is set during the first world war in this
instalment hannay is recalled from the front line to take part in a secret mission to hunt down
german spies working in britain this book is part of the world war one centenary series
creating collating and reprinting new and old works of poetry fiction autobiography and
analysis the series forms a commemorative tribute to mark the passing of one of the world s
bloodiest wars offering new perspectives on this tragic yet fascinating period of human
history each publication also includes brand new introductory essays and a timeline to help
the reader place the work in its historical context

Mr. Standfast (WWI Centenary Series)
2014-05-21

published near the beginning of world war i the thirty nine steps is one of the earliest
examples of the man on the run thriller archetype in which the author john buchan holds up
richard hannay as an example to his readers of an ordinary man who pu

Richard Hannay's War Adventures
2010-01

major general sir richard hannay is a character created by scottish novelist john buchan
hannay is based on edmund ironside from edinburgh a spy during the second boer war the
thirty nine steps hannay is buttonholed by an american stranger who knows of an anarchist
plot to assassinate the greek premier during his forthcoming visit to london it is now up to
hannay to save the day and stop europe from destabilising greenmantle hannay is called in to
investigate rumours of an uprising in constantinople once there he and his friends must
thwart the germans plans to use religion in winning the war mr standfast brigadier general
hannay is recalled from active service on the western front to undertake a secret undercover
mission hunting for a dangerous german agent at large in britain the three hostages hannay
receives a request to help solve the mysterious kidnapping of the children of three prominent
people before it s too late the island of sheep hannay now in his fifties is called by an old oath
to protect the son of a man he once knew who is also heir to the secret of a great treasure the
courts of the morning hannay is approached by the american military attache in london to
covertly solve the mystery of blenkiron s disappearance in south america hannay seeks out
his friend sandy arbuthnot for help but sandy soon disappears sending hannay a mysterious
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letter the green wildebeest it is a mystery tale of a man afflicted with a terrible curse for
doing something he shouldn t have john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and
historian and also served as canada s governor general he is now best remembered for his
adventure and spy thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps

GENERAL-MAJOR RICHARD HANNAY Complete Series:
7 Espionage & Mystery Classics
2017-06-21

this carefully crafted ebook richard hannay complete collection 7 mystery espionage books in
one volume unabridged is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of
contents major general sir richard hannay is a character created by scottish novelist john
buchan hannay is based on edmund ironside from edinburgh a spy during the second boer
war the thirty nine steps hannay is buttonholed by an american stranger who knows of an
anarchist plot to assassinate the greek premier during his forthcoming visit to london it is
now up to hannay to save the day and stop europe from destabilising greenmantle hannay is
called in to investigate rumours of an uprising in constantinople once there he and his friends
must thwart the germans plans to use religion in winning the war mr standfast brigadier
general hannay is recalled from active service on the western front to undertake a secret
undercover mission hunting for a dangerous german agent at large in britain the three
hostages hannay receives a request to help solve the mysterious kidnapping of the children of
three prominent people before it s too late the island of sheep hannay now in his fifties is
called by an old oath to protect the son of a man he once knew who is also heir to the secret
of a great treasure the courts of the morning hannay is approached by the american military
attache in london to covertly solve the mystery of blenkiron s disappearance in south america
hannay seeks out his friend sandy arbuthnot for help but sandy soon disappears sending
hannay a mysterious letter the green wildebeest it is a mystery tale of a man afflicted with a
terrible curse for doing something he shouldn t have john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish
novelist and historian and also served as canada s governor general he is now best
remembered for his adventure and spy thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps

RICHARD HANNAY Complete Collection – 7 Mystery &
Espionage Books in One Volume (Unabridged)
2024-01-11

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
by hodder stoughton london

Mr Standfast-Original Edition(Annotated)
2020-07-03

major general sir richard hannay is a character created by scottish novelist john buchan
hannay is based on edmund ironside from edinburgh a spy during the second boer war the
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thirty nine steps hannay is buttonholed by an american stranger who knows of an anarchist
plot to assassinate the greek premier during his forthcoming visit to london it is now up to
hannay to save the day and stop europe from destabilising greenmantle hannay is called in to
investigate rumours of an uprising in constantinople once there he and his friends must
thwart the germans plans to use religion in winning the war mr standfast brigadier general
hannay is recalled from active service on the western front to undertake a secret undercover
mission hunting for a dangerous german agent at large in britain the three hostages hannay
receives a request to help solve the mysterious kidnapping of the children of three prominent
people before it s too late the island of sheep hannay now in his fifties is called by an old oath
to protect the son of a man he once knew who is also heir to the secret of a great treasure the
courts of the morning hannay is approached by the american military attache in london to
covertly solve the mystery of blenkiron s disappearance in south america hannay seeks out
his friend sandy arbuthnot for help but sandy soon disappears sending hannay a mysterious
letter the green wildebeest it is a mystery tale of a man afflicted with a terrible curse for
doing something he shouldn t have john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and
historian and also served as canada s governor general he is now best remembered for his
adventure and spy thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps

The Complete Richard Hannay Series - 7 Adventures
Books
2022-11-13

this carefully edited collection of action thriller novels has been designed and formatted to
the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices table of contents
richard hannay the thirty nine steps greenmantle mr standfast the three hostages the island
of sheep the courts of the morning the green wildebeest dickson mccunn and the gorbals die
hards huntingtower castle gay the house of the four winds sir edward leithen novels the
power house john macnab the dancing floor the gap in the curtain sick heart river sing a song
of sixpence autobiography biography of john buchan memory hold the door autobiography
unforgettable unforgotten by anna m buchan john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist
and historian and also served as canada s governor general his 100 works include nearly
thirty novels seven collections of short stories and biographies but the most famous of his
books were the adventure and spy thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps and it is for
these that he is now best remembered

Spy & Mystery Collection: Major-General Hannay
Novels, Dickson McCunn Trilogy & Sir Edward Leithen
Series (Complete Edition)
2017-06-21

this carefully crafted ebook mystery espionage ultimate collection complete richard hannay
dickson mccunn sir edward leithen series in one premium edition is formatted for your
ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents richard hannay the thirty nine steps
greenmantle mr standfast the three hostages the island of sheep the courts of the morning
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the green wildebeest dickson mccunn and the gorbals die hards huntingtower castle gay the
house of the four winds sir edward leithen novels the power house john macnab the dancing
floor the gap in the curtain sick heart river sing a song of sixpence autobiography biography
of john buchan memory hold the door autobiography unforgettable unforgotten by anna m
buchan john buchan 1875 1940 was a scottish novelist and historian and also served as
canada s governor general his 100 works include nearly thirty novels seven collections of
short stories and biographies but the most famous of his books were the adventure and spy
thrillers most notably the thirty nine steps and it is for these that he is now best remembered

MYSTERY & ESPIONAGE Ultimate Collection – Complete
Richard Hannay, Dickson McCunn & Sir Edward Leithen
Series in One Premium Edition
2024-01-11

during the later years of the first world war brigadier general hannay is recalled from active
service on the western front to undertake a secret mission hunting for a dangerous german
agent at large in britain hannay is required to work undercover disguised as a pacifist
roaming the country incognito to investigate a german spy and his agents and then heads to
the swiss alps to save europe from being overwhelmed by the german army

Mr Standfast
2017-08-18

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
by hodder stoughton london it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the
other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps
1915 is set in the period immediately before the war started the title refers to a character in
john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other references in the novel
hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress to decipher coded messages from his contacts and
letters from his friend peter pienaar plot introductionduring the later years of the first world
war brigadier general hannay is recalled from active service on the western front to
undertake a secret mission hunting for a dangerous german agent at large in britain hannay
is required to work undercover disguised as a pacifist roaming the country incognito to
investigate a german spy and his agents and then heads to the swiss alps to save europe from
being overwhelmed by the german army john buchan 1st baron tweedsmuir gcmg gcvo ch pc
26 august 1875 11 february 1940 was a scottish novelist historian and unionist politician who
served as governor general of canada the 15th since canadian confederation after a brief
legal career buchan simultaneously began his writing career and his political and diplomatic
careers serving as a private secretary to the administrator of various colonies in southern
africa he eventually wrote propaganda for the british war effort during world war i he was
elected member of parliament for the combined scottish universities in 1927 but he spent
most of his time on his writing career notably writing the thirty nine steps and other
adventure fiction in 1935 king george v on the advice of prime minister r b bennett appointed
buchan to replace the earl of bessborough as governor general of canada for which purpose
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buchan was raised to the peerage he occupied the post until his death in 1940 buchan was
enthusiastic about literacy and the development of canadian culture and he received a state
funeral in canada before his ashes were returned to the united kingdom early life and
educationbuchan was born in perth scotland the first child of john buchan a free church of
scotland minister and helen jane buchan he was brought up in kirkcaldy fife and spent many
summer holidays with his maternal grandparents in broughton in the scottish borders there
he developed a love for walking and for the local scenery and wildlife both of which are often
featured in his novels the protagonist in several of his books is sir edward leithen whose
name is borrowed from the leithen water a tributary of the river tweed buchan attended
hutchesons grammar school and was awarded a scholarship to the university of glasgow at
age 17 where he studied classics wrote poetry and became a published author he moved on
to study literae humaniores the classics at brasenose college oxford with a junior william
hulme scholarship in 1895 where his friends included hilaire belloc raymond asquith and
aubrey herbert buchan won the stanhope essay prize in 1897 and the newdigate prize for
poetry the following year he also was elected as the president of the oxford union and had six
of his works published buchan had his first portrait painted in 1900 by a young sholto
johnstone douglas at around the time of his graduation from oxford

Mr. Standfast
2019-02

mr standfast by john buchanauthor of greenmantlemr standfast is the third of five richard
hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919 by hodder stoughton london it is one of
two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s
first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps 1915 is set in the period immediately
before the war started the title refers to a character in john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to
which there are many other references in the novel hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress
to decipher coded messages from his contacts and letters from his friend peter pienaar

Mr Standfast
2015-08-14

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
by hodder stoughton london it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the
other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps
1915 is set in the period immediately before the war started the title refers to a character in
john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other references in the novel
hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress to decipher coded messages from his contacts and
letters from his friend peter pienaar plot part one dick hannay under forty and already a
successful brigadier general with good prospects of advancement is called out of uniform by
his old comrade spymaster sir walter bullivant and sent to fosse manor in the cotswolds to
receive further instructions he must pose as a south african an objector to the war and once
more takes on the name cornelius brand an anglicisation of the name he had used on his
adventures in germany in greenmantle he is upset by the idea of such a pose but comforted
by thoughts of his friend peter pienaar briefly a successful airman and now a prisoner in
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germany and by the beauty of the cotswold countryside at fosse he meets two middle aged
spinsters their cousin launcelot wake a conscientious objector and their niece mary lamington
a girl whose prettiness had struck hannay earlier while visiting a shell shocked friend in the
hospital where she works it emerges that she is his contact but she can tell him little more
than that he must immerse himself in the world of pacifists and objectors picking up
atmosphere she gives him a label to paste inside his watch an address where he will be
staying and advises him to pick up a copy of pilgrim s progress hannay heads to biggleswick a
small town full of artists and writers he buries himself in their pacifist community attending
meetings at a local hall and meets moxon ivery a local bigwig who seems vaguely familiar he
also sees mary about the place he hears of his old comrade john blenkiron and one day the
american appears at one of the town s meetings he passes a message to hannay arranging to
meet in london blenkiron reveals that he has been hard at work for some time around the
world and undercover around england on the track of a huge network of german spies and
agents with their head somewhere in britain leaking vital information to the enemy he
believes ivery to be the spider at the centre of the web but cannot prove it and wants to use
ivery to feed misinformation to the germans he tells hannay to try and head for scotland and
an american called gresson as he believes the information is being sent that way hannay goes
to glasgow and contacts a trade union man named amos through whom he moves into
gresson s circles he speaks at a meeting which descends into violence and finds himself in at
gresson s side in a street fight he saves the day but makes an enemy of a big fusilier named
geordie hamilton he later learns that gresson makes regular boat trips up the coast and plans
to tag along john buchan 1st baron tweedsmuir gcmg gcvo ch pc 26 august 1875 11 february
1940 was a scottish novelist historian and unionist politician who served as governor general
of canada the 15th since canadian confederation

Mr Standfast (1919). By: John Buchan
2018-04-22

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle
1916 the title is taken from john bunyan s the pilgrim s progress which is referenced
throughout the novel

Mr Standfast
2018-05-12

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the other being greenmantle
1916 the title is taken from john bunyan s the pilgrim s progress which is referenced
throughout the novel

MR Standfast (1919) by
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this ebook features the unabridged text of mr standfast by john buchan delphi classics
illustrated from the bestselling edition of the complete works of john buchan having
established their name as the leading publisher of classic literature and art delphi classics
produce publications that are individually crafted with superior formatting while introducing
many rare texts for the first time in digital print the delphi classics edition of buchan includes
original annotations and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author as well as
individual tables of contents allowing you to navigate ebooks quickly and easily ebook
features the complete unabridged text of mr standfast by john buchan delphi classics
illustrated beautifully illustrated with images related to buchan s works individual contents
table allowing easy navigation around the ebook excellent formatting of the textplease visit
delphiclassics com to learn more about our wide range of titles

Mr Standfast by John Buchan - Delphi Classics
(Illustrated)
2017-07-17

richard hannay is the most famous creation of author and diplomat john buchan hannay can
be seen to be the first true action hero of british literature a decorated soldier and spy
constantly needed by the government to thwart plots against the empire here collected are
the first three novels to contain richard hannay

The Richard Hannay Collection - Volume I - The Thirty-
Nine Steps, Greenmantle, Mr Standfast
2015-04-24

mr standfast is the third of five richard hannay novels by john buchan first published in 1919
by hodder stoughton london it is one of two hannay novels set during the first world war the
other being greenmantle 1916 hannay s first and best known adventure the thirty nine steps
1915 is set in the period immediately before the war started the title refers to a character in
john bunyan s pilgrim s progress to which there are many other references in the novel
hannay uses a copy of pilgrim s progress to decipher coded messages from his contacts and
letters from his friend peter pienaar part one dick hannay under forty and already a
successful brigadier general with good prospects of advancement is called out of uniform by
his old comrade spymaster sir walter bullivant and sent to fosse manor in the cotswolds to
receive further instructions he must pose as a south african an objector to the war and once
more takes on the name cornelius brand an anglicisation of the name he had used on his
adventures in germany in greenmantle he is upset by the idea of such a pose but comforted
by thoughts of his friend peter pienaar briefly a successful airman and now a prisoner in
germany and by the beauty of the cotswold countryside at fosse he meets two middle aged
spinsters their cousin launcelot wake a conscientious objector and their niece mary lamington
a girl whose prettiness had struck hannay earlier while visiting a shell shocked friend in the
hospital where she works it emerges that she is his contact but she can tell him little more
than that he must immerse himself in the world of pacifists and objectors picking up
atmosphere she gives him a label to paste inside his watch an address where he will be
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staying and advises him to pick up a copy of pilgrim s progress however mary gives hannay
some inkling of the gravity of his mission you and i and some hundred others are hunting the
most dangerous man in all the world hannay heads to biggleswick a small town full of artists
and writers he buries himself in their pacifist community attending meetings at a local hall
and meets moxon ivery a local bigwig who seems vaguely familiar he also sees mary about
the place he hears of his old comrade john blenkiron and one day the american appears at
one of the town s meetings he passes a message to hannay arranging to meet in london

Mr. Standfast Illustrated by John Buchan
2021-11-14

i spent one third of my journey looking out of the window of a first class carriage the next in a
local motor car following the course of a trout stream in a shallow valley and the last
tramping over a ridge of downland through great beech woods to my quarters for the night in
the first part i was in an infamous temper in the second i was worried and mystified but the
cool twilight of the third stage calmed and heartened me and i reached the gates of fosse
manor with a mighty appetite and a quiet mind as we slipped up the thames valley on the
smooth great western line i had reflected ruefully on the thorns in the path of duty for more
than a year i had never been out of khaki except the months i spent in hospital they gave me
my battalion before the somme and i came out of that weary battle after the first big
september fighting with a crack in my head and a d s o i had received a c b for the erzerum
business so what with these and my matabele and south african medals and the legion of
honour i had a chest like the high priest s breastplate i rejoined in january and got a brigade
on the eve of arras there we had a star turn and took about as many prisoners as we put
infantry over the top after that we were hauled out for a month and subsequently planted in a
bad bit on the scarpe with a hint that we would soon be used for a big push then suddenly i
was ordered home to report to the war office and passed on by them to bullivant and his
merry men so here i was sitting in a railway carriage in a grey tweed suit with a neat new
suitcase on the rack labelled c b the initials stood for cornelius brand for that was my name
now and an old boy in the corner was asking me questions and wondering audibly why i wasn
t fighting while a young blood of a second lieutenant with a wound stripe was eyeing me with
scorn the old chap was one of the cross examining type and after he had borrowed my
matches he set to work to find out all about me he was a tremendous fire eater and a bit of a
pessimist about our slow progress in the west i told him i came from south africa and was a
mining engineer

Mr. Standfast
2015-10-18

considered a quintessentially popular author john buchan was a writer of fiction journalism
philosophy and scottish history by examining his engagement with empire psychoanalysis and
propaganda the contributors to this volume place buchan at the centre of the debate between
popular culture and the modernist elite
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John Buchan and the Idea of Modernity
2015-10-06
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